
Your Name: Nancy D. Springer 

Date: October 

Grade Level: Primary (1-3) 

Subject: Science and Technology 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Objectives and Goals 

 Students will use Kidspiration to illustrate, write, and record the life cycle stages of a pumpkin. 

 Students will present their pumpkin projects. 

Anticipatory Set (10 minutes) 

 Read “Pumpkin, Pumpkin” by Jeanne Titherington 

 Introduce vocabulary that represent the stages of a pumpkin’s life cycle: seed, sprout, plant, 

flower, and pumpkin 

 Introduce Kidspiration and discuss knowledge about terms and buttons 

 Briefly discuss the lesson's objectives and how you will get them to the end result  

Direct Instruction (10 minutes) 

 
 Discuss and model the use of the toolbar and buttons 

 Discuss and model the method of changing picture to print 

 Discuss and model how to record sound into the project 

 Discuss and model how to save a project 

 

Guided Practice (unlimited and may be broken down into several periods) 

 
 Allow students to practice using the toolbar, buttons, adding pictures, audio, and saving project. 

 Allow students to have unlimited time to explore options, make choices, and build projects using 

Kidspiration with teacher assistance when necessary.  

 

Required Materials and Equipment:  

 
 Book: “Pumpkin, Pumpkin” by Jeanne Titherington 

 Software: Kidspiration by Inspiration 

 Hardware: Computers (with recording capabilities) to work on projects, Promethean Board to 

display finished projects 

 

Assessment and Follow-Up:  

 
 Use rubric to determine if objectives have been  met 

 Extension: follow same lesson plan to create other cycles that could include plants, animals, rock 

or water, for example. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Kidspiration Rubric 

Pumpkin Life Cycle Project 

 

CATEGORY Exemplary  Proficient  Unsatisfactory  

Arrangement 

of Concepts 

Main concept easily 

identified; subconcepts 

branch appropriately 

from main idea  

Main concept easily 

identified; most 

subconcepts branch 

from main idea.  

Main concept not 

clearly identified; 

subconcepts don’t 

consistently branch from 

main idea.  

Links and 

Linking Lines 

Linking lines connect 

related terms/point in 

correct direction; linking 

words accurately 

describe relationship 

between concepts; 

hyperlinks effectively 

used  

Most linking lines 

connect properly; most 

linking words accurately 

describe the relationship 

between concepts; 

most hyperlinks 

effectively used.  

Linking lines not always 

pointing in correct 

direction; linking words 

don’t clarify 

relationships between 

concepts; hyperlinks 

don’t function or fail to 

enhance the topic. 

Graphics Graphics used 

appropriately; greatly 

enhance the topic and 

aid in comprehension; 

are clear, crisp and well 

situated on the page.  

Graphics used 

appropriately most of 

the time; most graphics 

selected enhance the 

topic, are of good 

quality, and are situated 

in logical places on the 

page. 

Graphics used 

inappropriately and 

excessively; graphics 

poorly selected and 

don’t enhance the 

topic; some graphics 

are blurry and ill-placed. 

Content Reflects essential 

information; is logically 

arranged; concepts 

succinctly presented; no 

misspellings or 

grammatical errors  

Reflects most of the 

essential information; is 

generally logically 

arranged; concepts 

presented without too 

many excess words; 

fewer than three 

misspellings or 

grammatical errors.  

Contains extraneous 

information; is not 

logically arranged; 

contains numerous 

spelling and 

grammatical errors.  

Text Easy to read/ 

appropriately sized; no 

more than three 

different fonts; amount 

of text is appropriate for 

intended audience; 

boldface used for 

emphasis.  

Most text is easy to read; 

uses no more than four 

different fonts; amount 

of text generally fits 

intended audience.  

Font too small to read 

easily; more than four 

different fonts used; text 

amount is excessive for 

intended audience.  

Design Clean design; high visual 

appeal; four or fewer 

symbol shapes; fits page 

without a lot of scrolling; 

color used effectively for 

emphasis.  

Design is fairly clean, 

with a few exceptions; 

diagram has visual 

appeal; four or fewer 

symbol shapes; fits page 

well; uses color 

effectively most of time.  

Cluttered design; low in 

visual appeal; requires a 

lot of scrolling to view 

entire diagram; choice 

of  



Sample of finished project: 

(sound button is not visible on jpeg) 

 

 

 

 

 


